Get the most out of Blackboard for Testing:
Randomized Problems, Dynamic Questions, Faculty Sharing … and more!

Presenter: Susan Donovan, Adjunct Instructor, Math

Blackboard can seem clunky but it’s packed with hidden features that can make your tests and assignments more effective. In this workshop we will look at a few lesser known aspects of Blackboard (and Zoom!)

At the end of this session, you will be able to:

● Build tests or homework on Blackboard where every student gets a different set of questions.
● Re-use your questions for future assignments and share them with other instructors.
● Incorporate questions with random numbers.
● Grade open answer questions more effectively, and use rubrics to set student expectations (yes they do work well with STEM questions!)
● Share your boardwork/notes from video-conference style classes with your students (Using OneNote)
● Use Zoom breakout groups to better monitor and communicate with students during tests to improve academic integrity.

Monday, May 4, 2020
4:00 p.m. EDT

Register at https://bit.ly/3d4lBkV to receive a link to the password-protected meeting.